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FREE IN STORE PICK UP & ON DISPLAY
Promenade At Evergreen Walk

200 Evergreeen Way, Suite 256, South Windsor, CT
(860) 644-1990
Hours Today: 10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Choose a different Store

Easy, hassle-free returns online and in-store for eligible items.
Learn More

Earn $37.50 in reward dollars4 for every $500 spent on your
Williams Sonoma Credit Card through May 12. Learn More

Williams Sonoma Goldtouch® Nonstick Pizza
Crisper
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14" diam.
Made in China.
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Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

Williams Sonoma Wood-
Handled Pizza Wheel

(1)
$27.95

Breville Smart Oven Pizza
Crisper

(6)
Sugg. Price $35
Our Price $19.95

High-Heat Nonstick Pizza Pan

(7)
Sugg. Price $39.95
Our Price $31.96

de Buyer Pizza Steel
$19.95

USA Pan Nonstick Pizza Pan,
12"

$19.95

Williams Sonoma Stainless-
Steel Silicone Tongs

(3)
$16.95 – $22.95

Williams Sonoma Prep Tools
Pizza Wheel

Sugg. Price $19.95
Sale $14.99 – $19.95

Williams Sonoma Goldtouch®
Nonstick Half Sheet Pan with

Baking Rack

(8)
Sugg. Price $44.90
Our Price $34.95

Silpat Silicone Baking Mat

(23)
$21.95 – $39.95

Williams Sonoma Wood Bread
& Pizza Peel

$44.95

 Questions & AnswersQuestions & AnswersRatings & ReviewsRatings & Reviews

Summary of Customer Ratings & Reviews WRITE A REVIEW

Reviews 3
Votes 21

Ability level: Intermediate

Has owned product for: Less than 1
week

Uses product: Once a week

great, high quality, heavyweight pan that makes crisp-crust pizza! My first try I took my pizza fresh out of the oven to my
book club party and everyone loved the pizza but surprisingly people were saying that it was such a great pan - and I
believe it is very substantial!! (the pizza I refer to was made from scratch, not re-heated): but I have also used this pan to
re-heat. so I have to give this a 5!

# Pros - Bakeware Shape,  Quality,  Durable,  Easy to Use,  Easy to Store,  Weight,  Easy to Clean

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 7 No · 0 Report

Reviews 3
Votes 30

Ability level: Advanced

Has owned product for: 6 - 12 months

Uses product: A few times a month

Really like this crisper. Always perfect on the bottom, never burns, easy clean up and finish holding up well so far. No
problems with warping. It does scratch on the bottom like all the Gold Touch finish does but results above average. Far
superior to anything else I have tried. Previously purchased the rectangular pan, round cake pans in same finish and
have never been disappointed.

+ Pros: Easy to Clean,  Easy to Use,  Quality

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 10 No · 0 Report

10 Reviews

≡1–8 of 10 Reviews   Sort by: Most Recent ▼

frnce
· 2 years ago  

so happy with this pan!!
★★★★★★★★★★

Latenitz
· 3 years ago  

Perfect crust every time
★★★★★★★★★★

BakingfortheFamily
· 5 years ago  ★★★★★★★★★★
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Reviews 7
Votes 19

Ability level: Advanced

Has owned product for: 1 - 5 years

Uses product: Once a week

This makes the best pizza crusts. Cleans very easily. I slide the finished pizza off to an old cookie sheet to cut the pizza.
I never cut on this pizza pan. It is great. (I have started buying a pizza crust mix to speed up the process and it is still
very yummy.) Buy two if you need two pizzas. I tried to make just one work, but it lengthens the process too much.
Worth the extra money!

+ Pros: Durable,  Easy to Use,  Quality,  Time-saver,  Easy to Clean,  Easy to Store,  Size,  Design

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 10 No · 1 Report

Reviews 8
Votes 46

Ability level: Advanced

Has owned product for: 1 - 3 months

I own other Goldtouch pans, and have been so happy with the quality and performance. On the strength of my
experience with them, and the high reviews, I ordered this for my pizza-loving husband for Christmas. When it arrived, I
was immediately skeptical because its weight was significantly less than my other pieces, but kept it to gift him hoping it
would perform fine. We have used it for the first time, with a frozen pizza, and the pan warped alarmingly--not just a
little, enough to cause slippage and run-off of toppings and sauce, which resulted in a mess in the oven. The crust was
good, and the clean-up was excellent. We're going to try again, hoping it won't be repeated. But for the price, this
should have performed much better.

+ Pros: Easy to Clean
- Cons: Quality,  Weight,  warps a lot

✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 21 No · 3 Report

Review 1
Votes 11

Ability level: Advanced

Has owned product for: 1 - 3 months

Uses product: Once a week

I had other pans and a stone, but could never make a decent, let alone good, pizza until I bought this. The crust gets
crispy and you don't have to partially bake the crust first as with some other pans. I have made all kinds of pizza and
have used my leftovers creatively. The pizza doesn't stick to the pan. I slide it out onto my stone and cut it on there, so
as not to damage the finish of this pan. I have recommended it to everyone and am going to buy it for bridal shower
gifts as well.

+ Pros: Durable,  Easy to Use,  Quality,  Easy to Clean,  Easy to Store,  Design
- Cons: will scratch if you use a pizza cutter on it

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 11 No · 0 Report

Reviews 11
Votes 57

Califoria

Ability level: Intermediate

Has owned product for: Less than 1
week

Uses product: A few times a month

No soggy crust with this pizza pan. The only rreason I didn't give it five stars is because all my other Goldtouch
bakeware is make in the USA but the Pizza Crisper is not made in the USA.

+ Pros: Easy to Use,  Time-saver,  Easy to Clean,  Easy to Store,  Design
- Cons: not made in the usa

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 14 No · 1 Report

Reviews 2
Votes 11

Ability level: Advanced

Has owned product for: Less than 1
week

Uses product: Once a week

I have been looking for a good pizza pan for a long time and have been unsuccessful including a pizza stone that wasn't
any better. All of the pans I have been using the pizza comes out soggy with no crisp what so ever. After ready the
reviews on this pan I went to my local Williams and Sonoma store and purchased two, I was being optimistic based on
all the great reviews. I'm so glad I did. I went home to test out my new pans and the pizza was perfect and crispy just
the way it's supposed to be. My kids 4 & 9 thought the pizza was way better then eating out. FINALLY, my search for a
pizza pan is over. Thank you Williams and Sonoma.

+ Pros: Durable,  Easy to Use,  Accuracy,  Quality,  Easy to Clean,  Easy to Store,  Size,  Versatile,  Design,
Weight

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 6 No · 0 Report

Review 1

NO more soggy crusts! LOVE THIS!

annsie
· 5 years ago  

Inferior Quality
★★★★★★★

jpsrolls
· 5 years ago  

You will never go out for pizza again
★★★★★★★★★★

Donna03
· 6 years ago  

Nice Crisp Crust
★★★★★★★★★★

1happyfoodie
· 6 years ago  

AMAZING pizza crisper
★★★★★★★★★★

joing
· 7 years ago  

amazing pizza pans
★★★★★★★★★★
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Related Searches

Deep Dish Pizza Pan

Dish Pizza Pan

Goldtouch Pizza Pan

Nonstick Bakeware Set

Breville Smart Toaster Oven

Mixing Bowls Set

Votes 9

Ability level: Intermediate

Has owned product for: 1 - 4 weeks

Uses product: A few times a year

This is WAYYY easier, AND better results than a pizza stone. It's a snap to roll out the dough, place it on the perforated
pan, choose your toppings, and bake. The crust came out perfectly, and crisp, and the pizza slid off the pan without a
hitch. Why didn't anybody tell me sooner about these pans? Cleanup was simple, since nothing stuck or baked on to
the pan. I'm going to buy two more!

+ Pros: Durable,  Easy to Use,  Quality,  Easy to Clean,  Easy to Store,  Size,  Design,  Weight

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 9 No · 0 Report

1–8 of 10 Reviews   ◄ ►

Williams Sonoma
Goldtouch® Nonstick
Deep-Dish Pizza Pan
The ultimate deep dish
pizzas start with this ...
Quickview

Williams Sonoma
Goldtouch® Nonstick
Mini Deep Dish Pizza
For the best mini
pizzas, start with these
...
Quickview

Williams Sonoma
Goldtouch® Nonstick
Pizza Pan
Bake fresh homemade
pizza with all your
favorite ...
Quickview
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